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Halsgrove Discover Series
EXPLORINGTHE
SOUTH WEST
COAST PATH
Philip Carter

Many people have discovered the SouthWest
Coast Path by walking a section of it, some
indeed with intent, but quite a few others have
simply stumbled across it whilst on holiday. One
can walk the whole 630 miles from Minehead to
Poole Harbour, or simply enjoy a hour or two
strolling on part of its spectacular course.

It encompasses most of the peninsula of South
West England. Starting at Minehead in Somerset,
it traverses all North Devon, circumnavigates
Cornwall, continues through all of South Devon
and then takes in nearly all of Dorset, to finish at
the south side of Poole Harbour.

The longest footpath in the British Isles awaits
those few who wish to walk the whole, and those
many who would walk a section.This book is an
illustrated celebration of the footpath, extolling
the spectacular landscape that can be found along
its length utilising the superb aerial photography
of Jason Hawkes. It is not intended to be a
definitive ‘guidebook’, as these have already been
successfully produced, although at the end of each
chapter there are ‘suggestions for short walks’.
These have been chosen to give a taste of what
the Coast Path has to offer.They obviously have
a geographical spread but they have also been
chosen to give a variety of scenery and interest.

Happy walking!
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ABOUTTHEAUTHOR
Philip Carter is a Devonian by birth.
After a working life mainly as a potter
he sought further education. Having
gained a degree with the Open Uni-
versity he obtained an MA in Local
and Regional History at the University
of Exeter. He has contributed articles
to the Devon Historian and written a
book about Newton Abbot on the
history of that town. He has been
involved with the SouthWest Coast
Path Association since its inception.
Philip says: ‘I used to be Secretary to
the Coast Path Association, and it was
said that I had to know every mile of
the path. My wife, a far more practical
person, knew every tea shop!’
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Looking east over Combe Martin Bay. The land rises behind to the
Little Hangman and then Great Hangman at 1045 feet (328
meters), the highest point on the whole path.

Looking east along the coast from Hartland Point.The beach to the left of the lighthouse is that of Barley Bay.
Behind there again is the ‘golf-ball’ of the radar station. The lighthouse had a concrete catchment area to
collect rainwater

Start Point in Old English means ‘tail’ as used in the bird’s name
Redstart.The Lighthouse was originally built in 1836.

Boscastle with its sinuous harbour. Access was always difficult but
local competition was scarce so it became a busy port. The outer
breakwater had an argument with a mine, the explosive sort, in
World War II and had to be rebuilt.

St Michael’s Mount off
Marazion, a few miles
east of Penzance. It is only
an island at high tide,
there being a causeway
you can walk along when
the tide is low.
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page spread.


